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Tuning ultrafast electron injection dynamics at the
organic-graphene/metal interface†

Abhilash Ravikumar,‡a Gregor Kladnik,b,c Moritz Müller,d Albano Cossaro,e Gregor
Bavdek, f Laerte L Patera,c,e Daniel Sánchez Portal,d Latha Venkataraman,g,h Alberto
Morgante,c,e Gian Paolo Brivio,a Dean Cvetko,�b,e,i and Guido Fratesi∗ j

We compare the ultrafast charge transfer dynamics from molecules on epitaxial graphene and bi-
layer graphene grown on Ni(111) interfaces through first principle calculations and x-ray resonant
photoemission spectroscopy. We use 4,4′-bipyridine as the prototypical molecule for these explo-
rations as the energy level alignment of core-excited molecular orbitals allows ultrafast injection
of electrons from the substrate to the molecule on a femtosecond timescale. We show that the
ultrafast injection of electrons from the substrate to the molecule is almost an order of magnitude
faster on epitaxial graphene when compared to the bilayer substrate. Through our experiments
and calculations, we can attribute this to the difference in the density of states close to Fermi
level between graphene and bilayer graphene. We therefore show how the electronic structure
of the substrate influences charge transfer dynamics between organic molecules and graphene
interfaces.

Graphene, a two-dimensional allotrope of carbon with a hon-
eycomb lattice geometry, has inspired a lot of research interest
since its discovery in 20041–4. It’s use as an ultra thin, quasi-
transparent electrode for photovoltaics or as charge carrier sep-
arator in organic photovoltaics devices5,6 has been extensively
pursued. In this context, the electronic coupling across the hy-
brid graphene/organic interface plays a crucial role in controlling
the functionality and efficiency of such graphene based organic
electronic and photovoltaic devices7–9. Typically, in these de-
vices, it is important to understand charge transfer from electron-
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ically or optically excited molecules; this involves charge injec-
tion to or from the unoccupied levels on the molecule to the sub-
strate. A variety of experimental techniques have been proposed
to probe the unoccupied energy levels and study the charge trans-
fer dynamics at such hybrid interfaces. These include core-hole-
clock (CHC) spectroscopy7,10,11, two-photon photoemission spec-
troscopy12,13, inverse photoemission spectroscopy14 and time re-
solved pump-probe methods15,16. Here, we focus on core-hole-
clock spectroscopy, as it has been used successfully address charge
transfer dynamics at organic molecules on metals7,17–22, semi-
conductors23,24 as well as in organic assemblies25–29.

To compare our experimental results with calculations, we
utilize density functional theory (DFT) with a Green’s function
approach where a substrate (graphene or bilayer graphene on
Ni(111)) is coupled to the bulk continuum via self-energy opera-
tors. Resonant charge transfer lifetimes are then extracted based
on the coupling of the molecular states with those of the sub-
strate30–32. This method goes beyond those33–36 that rely on a
finite cluster or slab which typically do not truly capture the nu-
ances of the elastic lifetime without introducing artificial confine-
ment effects in the electronic structure.

In this work we study the charge transfer dynamics of a weakly
molecule, 4,4′-bipyridine (C5H4N2, BP), adsorbed on epitaxial
graphene grown on Ni(111) and bilayer graphene on Ni(111).
We determine charge transfer times by core-hole-clock spec-
troscopy, photoexciting N 1s core electrons to unoccupied molecu-
lar orbitals or to unbound states and determining the decay path-
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ways of this excited state. We compare these experimental results
with our DFT calculations employing non-equilibrium Green’s
function techniques. We find that the timescale for ultrafast elec-
tron injection from graphene to core-excited molecules increases
by about one order of magnitude from epitaxial graphene to bi-
layer graphene. This trend is reproduced by the calculations that
highlight the role of graphene/Ni(111) coupling on the charge
transport properties at the above organic-graphene interface.

Methods

Simulation Details

The calculations are performed within the
SIESTA/TranSIESTA37,38 quantum transport package and
parallel molecular break-junction simulations39, as introduced
previously30,32. We setup the system as a 6×6 supercell periodic
in the surface x-y plane, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The surface region,
coupled in the z direction to an infinitely extended Ni(111) crys-
tal (“electrode”), is constituted of bipyridine adsorbed on either
epitaxial graphene/nickel (BP/EG/Ni) or bilayer graphene/nickel
(BP/BLG/Ni), as shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c), including 7 and 4
Ni layers, respectively. We assume a close epitaxial matching of
graphene lattice with that of the Ni(111) surface, given the small
lattice mismatch of free-standing graphene with nickel (less
than 1.5 %, with a lattice constant of 2.51 Å in agreement with
previous calculations40). Following previous studies of graphene
on Ni(111)41–45, we modeled EG/Ni in the atop/fcc-hollow
configuration, where the nomenclature refers to the position of
the C atoms with respect to the underlying Ni sites. For BLG/Ni,
a top graphene layer was added with C atoms stacked in the AB
configuration of graphite. The top layer of graphene is in the
hollow configuration with respect to the nickel substrate.

We adopted a fully non-local van der Waals exchange-
correlation functional as proposed by Klimes, Bowler and
Michaelides (vdW-KBM)46 with a real space grid cutoff of 300
Ry. A localized basis set consisting of double-ζ polarized orbitals
is used for all the atoms in the system. A Γ-centered Monkhorst-
Pack k-point mesh corresponding to a 36×36 mesh in the 1×1
Ni(111) unit cell is used to sample the surface Brillouin zone.
Given the fairly large unit cells and the dispersive nature of the
interaction with graphene, the adsorption site of bipyridine is cho-
sen on the basis of our analysis for the molecule on free standing
graphene (BP/FSG), leading to a configuration of the molecule
with the two N atoms above a graphene atom and at the cen-
ter of a graphene hexagon (see SI for further details47). This
is further optimized in a standard slab calculation with SIESTA
for BP/EG/Ni and BP/BLG/Ni with results shown in Fig. 1(b)
and (c), respectively. An average molecule-graphene distance of
BP/EG/Ni is 3.04 Å (3.06 Å for BP/BLG/Ni) is computed. The
molecule flattens upon adsorption reducing the torsional angle
between the phenyl rings from a gas phase value of 37◦ 48 to 11◦

and 18◦ for BP/EG/Ni and BP/BLG/Ni respectively. We simu-
late the core-level excitation by replacing the standard pseudopo-
tential of the excited N atom with one having a full core hole
(FCH) in the 1s orbital, and considering a globally neutral sys-
tem with the positive core balanced by an additional electron in

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 1 (a) Top view of the system geometry showing the 6×6 supercell
with bipyridine adsorbed on epitaxial graphene/Ni(111) substrate. (b)
Side views for the BP/EG/Ni and (c) BP/BLG/Ni. The last three layers of
Ni are coupled to a bulk electrode in a molecular break junction-like
setup.

the valence band. This models the final state of x-ray resonant
photo-absorption, or of a photoemission experiment where the
valence shell relaxes around the core hole by attracting an elec-
tron from the substrate reservoir19,32,49. Within the Green’s func-
tion approach to charge transfer dynamics10,19,32,37, the density
of states projected onto a localized molecular state φ(r) is com-
puted in terms of the Green’s function of the surface region as a
function of energy E as

ρφ (E) =
1
π

ℑ

[∫
dr
∫

dr′φ∗(r)G(r,r′,E)φ(r′)
]
. (1)

The full width at the half maximum (fwhm, Γ) of ρφ (E) finally
provides the resonant lifetime τ = h̄/Γ for an electron (or an hole)
initially occupying the state φ , that is our estimate for the transfer
time to (from) the substrate. Additional details about the system
setup in the molecular break junction-like geometry and compu-
tational parameters are presented in the SI47.

Experimental methods

Sample preparation and characterization

Graphene (GR) layers have been prepared under ultra high vac-
uum (UHV) by Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) on a Ni(111)
substrate50 (see SI for details of sample preparation47). The
Ni(111) and GR/Ni(111) substrates have been characterized by
XPS and UV photoemission. All experiments were performed at
the ALOISA and HASPES beamlines of the IOM laboratory at Elet-
tra synchrotron in Trieste. GR coupling to the Ni substrate was
monitored by angle resolved UV photoemission with He II pho-
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ton line at 40.8 eV. Characteristic dispersion of the GR π band
along the ΓK and ΓM directions (see SI for details47) was used
to identify the presence of EG and BLG phases. 4,4’ bipyridine
molecules were evaporated from a pyrex glass tube, operating at
room temperature, to the substrate kept at 220-250 K, obtaining
a coverage below the monolayer one. The C1s, N1s, Ni 3p X-ray
photoemission was used to check the chemical composition of the
BP molecular film. Near edge absorption fine structure (NEXAFS)
of C and N K-edges was used in s-pol (TM geometry with electric
field parallel to the surface) and in p-pol (TE geometry with pho-
ton electric field normal to the surface) to measure the molecular
adsorption geometry through average inclination (tilt) of the BP
aromatic system, as detailed in the Supplemental Information47.
BP/EG/Ni and BP/BLG/Ni monolayer films display a very strong
and almost identical linear dichroism of the transition from N1s
to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), from which
an almost flat lying adsorption geometry at an average angle of
16◦ (BP/EG/Ni) and 20±3◦ (BP/BLG/Ni) can be deduced, taking
into account both tilt and twist of the molecule. These are in good
agreement with theoretical values of 11◦ and 18◦, respectively.

Resonant photoemission

Resonant photoemission was performed as a series of photoemis-
sion spectra across the nitrogen (carbon) K-edge with the photon
energy tuned in steps of 0.1 eV through the N1s (C1s) absorption
edge at 395− 415 eV (284− 310 eV). The photon was incident at
4◦ and the photon polarization was set perpendicular to the sur-
face (TM geometry, p-pol). The electron analyzer was aligned
with the sample normal and photon polarization. At each photon
energy, single photoemission spectra were measured in a wide
binding energy range (60 eV< EB < −2 eV) relative to the Fermi
energy. All spectra have been merged in a false color RPES maps
represented in kinetic energy scale I(hν ,Ek).

Results and discussion
Ground state properties

We start by examining the two different graphene systems;
the epitaxial graphene with strong electronic coupling to the
Ni(111) substrate and the bilayer graphene, where the outermost
graphene layer is effectively decoupled from the substrate be-
neath, thus closely resembling that of a freestanding graphene51.
This electronic decoupling of graphene layers can be appreciated
by examining the density of states (DOS) of these systems. The
strong hybridization of EG with the states of nickel breaks the
symmetry and opens a bandgap in graphene at the K-point52.
A large density of states of graphene appears close to the Fermi
level of Ni as can be seen in Fig. 2(a) where the DOS of bulk Ni
and the graphene projections of 1×1 EG/Ni are plotted. Figure
2(c) shows instead the graphene projections of 1×1 BLG/Ni, sep-
arating the two layers of graphene. While the topmost layer (red
curve) remains fairly decoupled from the substrate51, the bottom
layer in contact with Ni (black curve) shows a remarkable mod-
ification in close analogy to the results of EG/Ni that we show
in Fig. 2(a). Figure 2(e) shows the DOS of pristine graphene for
reference. This gives us a clear contrast in the electronic coupling
that BP would experience upon adsorption.

The experimental aspect of the modification of the graphene
electronic structure in both systems is evidenced by the valence
band structure measured by angle resolved UV photoemission.
We refer to the SI for details47 regarding the experimental setup
and comment here on the UV spectra at normal emission that are
presented in Fig. 3(a). The signal detected for bilayer graphene
is predominantly from the top most layer of graphene, whose
weak coupling can be appreciated from the resulting π band
which shows a dispersion character very similar to free stand-
ing graphene47, with band bottom at Γ point reaching a binding
energy of −8.5 eV, in agreement with Ref.53. The more strongly
coupled EG phase, on the other hand shows π band shifted to
lower binding energies with band bottom at Γ point reaching
−10.5 eV54,55 due to the stronger hybridization of graphene with
the Ni(111) substrate.

When BP is adsorbed on EG/Ni or BLG/Ni, the electronic DOS
of the graphene layers is minimally altered due to the dominant
dispersion character of the interaction. From the BP point of
view, the weak interaction is reflected in well-defined peaks in
the molecular-projected DOS of the full system, that is computed
by projecting on the individual molecular orbitals of gas phase
BP and is reported as unshaded curves in Fig. 2(b), (d), and (f)
for BP/EG/Ni, BP/BLG/Ni and BP/FSG, respectively. By compar-
ing the molecular DOS on BLG/Ni and FSG to that on EG/Ni, the
main observation is a shift of the orbitals towards lower binding
energies, that is practically orbital-independent and that amounts
to about 0.75 eV for BLG and 0.70 eV for FSG. This shift equals a
change of the graphene/substrate work function that we compute
to increase from EG/Ni to BLG/Ni by 0.7 eV (see the SI for details
about these results47). At a finer level, one can also appreciate
a decrease in the coupling of the LUMO orbital as evidenced by
its width, i.e., Γ = 161 meV, 89 meV, and 31 meV, for the LUMO
of BP on EG, BLG, and FSG, respectively. That however is less
system-dependent that in the core-excited case (see below). Re-
markably, none of the three cases presents a significant molecular
spin polarization in the ground state despite the spin-polarized
substrate.

The relative independence of the molecular electronic struc-
ture on the specific graphene layer underneath, apart for an en-
ergy level offset, is also demonstrated by core-level photoemis-
sion and valence band photoemission techniques. Figure 3(b)
shows the C1s and N1s x-ray photoemission spectra (XPS) for
both EG/Ni and BLG/Ni systems, before (lower curves) and after
(upper curves) adsorbing the molecules. We find the C1s peak for
the EG/Ni (BLG/Ni) phase without molecules at 285 eV (284.6 eV)
binding energy. The XPS spectrum of a multilayer BP film, also
presented in Fig. 3(b), shows a single N1s peak at 399.8 eV and
C1s doublet at 285.6 and 286.4 eV belonging respectively to 4 C
atoms next to N ones and to the 6 remaining carbons within the
BP molecule. BP/EG/Ni and BP/BLG/Ni spectra (see Fig. 3(b),
upper curves) are qualitatively similar to the BP multilayer apart
from the rigid shift to lower binding energies. Interestingly, such
a shift amounts to 0.4 eV for both N1s and C1s core levels in BP
when passing from BP/EG/Ni to BP/BLG/Ni, similar to the C1s
shift of the clean EG/Ni and BLG/Ni main peak. These indicate
that the modified electronic structure between the EG and BLG
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phases is equally reflected in the energy level offset of orbitals in
the adsorbed organic layer and could be attributed to a variation
of the dipole layer at the graphene-Ni interface.

Electron transfer dynamics

We now study the influence of the variable coupling at the in-
terface on the electron transfer dynamics, using RPES. Figure 4
shows RPES results for BP multilayer (a), BP/EG (b), and BP/BLG
(c) represented in the form of intensity color map versus pho-
ton energy (vertical axis) and electron kinetic energy (horizon-
tal axis). These maps are constructed from photoemission scans
taken at a series of incident photon energies tuned across the
nitrogen K absorption edge. To highlight the resonant contribu-
tion in the photoemission spectra, the non-resonant component
(due to direct photoemission from the BP orbitals and from the
substrate) has been measured at hν = 395 eV (below the reso-
nant edge) and subtracted from all spectra shown in Fig. 4. As
the photon energy is set to the excitation of the LUMO resonance
(hν ≈ 399 eV, see the red lines), the spectrum is composed by a
broad Auger line centered at about Ek = 385 eV, and sharper fea-
tures coinciding with the direct photoemission from the molecu-
lar orbitals (HOMO−n, n = 0,1,2, . . .). The latter originate from
processes named “participator” resonances (P), where the excited
electron in the LUMO∗ state participates in the decay of the core-
hole and an Auger electron from the filled molecular orbital is
elastically emitted10 as schematically depicted in Fig. 4(d) for
the process involving the HOMO, with Ek = 394 eV. They are best
seen for BP/EG in Fig. 4(b) where they are marked by gray lines.
Note that the single RPES spectra taken at the LUMO resonances
(red lines) are quite similar for multilayer and single layer BP,
and they resemble non-resonant, direct photoemission spectra of
the respective systems. Participator peaks are not expected with
hν above the ionization threshold, see Fig. 4(a).

Intriguingly, spectral features at the same kinetic energy as the
participator peaks may be observed for BP/EG/Ni also for pho-
ton energies above the absorption edge56 when the LUMO state
is filled by an electron transferred from the environment to the
molecule19,20, instead of being directly populated by the excita-
tion. These processes are named “superparticipator” decays (SP)
and are schematically shown in Fig. 4(d); their constant kinetic
energy indicates that an identical core-hole decay process occurs
independently of the excitation energy and reflects that LUMO∗ is
occupied in the core excited intermediate state. We average the
non-resonant spectra in the energy range from 411 eV to 417 eV
(blue lines in Fig. 4) and observe clear SP peaks only observed for
the monolayer BP. Their presence reflects ultrafast electron injec-
tion from the substrate to the LUMO∗, taking place during the
ultrashort time window of the core-hole lifetime. Energy align-
ment of the LUMO∗ orbital below Fermi level in presence of the
core hole is required for this to occur and the relative intensity
of the SP peaks is determined by the probability of LUMO∗ filling
and the relevant timescale for the substrate electron injection to
the LUMO∗. By assuming equal timescale for electron injection
to / delocalization from the LUMO∗, and analyzing the intensity
of the SP and P peaks of BP/EG/Ni relative to the P intensity of

the multilayer BP, as detailed in19, we can quantify the charge
injection time of τEG = 4± 1 fs20. The energy diagram of the SP
decay process involving electron injection from the substrate is
schematically shown in Fig. 4(d).

The RPES maps of BP/BLG/Ni, shown in Fig. 4(c), present an
intermediate case between multilayer and BP/EG/Ni: superpar-
ticipator lines above the ionization edge are observed on BLG, but
significantly attenuated than those for EG. Here the relative inten-
sity of the SP and P peaks may be converted to the electron injec-
tion time τBLG = 30± 5 fs. This indicates that the electron trans-
fer at the organic/graphene interface is strongly slowed down for
the poorly interacting graphene/Ni layers. A similar ratio, up to
a factor 6, was measured for electron transfer from Ar atoms to
graphene on various substrates as the coupling was reduced57.

To compare these measurements with theoretical findings, we
need to include the influence of the core-hole in the simulation
as this is fundamental for the alignment of the molecular energy
around the Fermi level and its filling. To this purpose, the total
DOS of the N1s-excited systems projected on the molecular or-
bitals of bipyridine, are plotted in Fig. 2(b) and (d) for BP/EG/Ni
and BP/BLG/Ni, respectively. Upon core excitation at the N1s
edge, the molecular states move to lower energies due to the at-
tractive potential generated by the positive core hole and charge
populates the molecular region to screen its perturbation. The
valence of the system relaxes around the core hole and the ad-
ditional electron now mostly populates the spin-majority LUMO∗

of the molecule, that needs to shift below the Fermi level to ac-
commodate such charge. This leads to a magnetic moment of the
valence electrons of 1 µB on the molecule that remains spin po-
larized until the core hole de-excites back via one of several decay
channels or the electron is transferred to graphene58. The other
molecular orbitals are also shifted in energy but their precise po-
sition (which would instead require a many body approach for
a proper determination) is not relevant for our discussion. We
describe similarly the case where the LUMO∗ is directly popu-
lated (in the resonance condition) and that where hν is above the
ionization threshold: in the latter, the core-level excitation calls
for electron transfer from the substrate eventually producing the
superparticipator decay channels. The computed width of the
LUMO∗ in the DOS allows us the estimate the relevant timescale
related to P and SP decays, respectively.

Visual inspection of Fig. 2(b) and (d) already testifies that,
for the BP/BLG/Ni case, the LUMO∗ appears to decouple from
the substrate states and the peak becomes narrower than in
BP/EG/Ni. Indeed, its intrinsic width Γ amounts to 6 meV
(20 meV) for BP/BLG/Ni (BP/EG/Ni) and a corresponding res-
onant lifetime of ∼ 116 fs (∼ 33 fs). Although numerical times are
somehow overestimated at this simple level of theory, where no
dynamical effect is explicitly considered (in agreement with es-
timates for other systems19,32), the experimental trend is nicely
reproduced and is now analyzed further in terms of the calculated
electronic properties. We recall that the layer of graphene in con-
tact with the nickel substrate shows large graphene states close to
the Fermi level but a second graphene layer, which is interacting
with the molecule in BP/BLG/Ni, bears close resemblance to pris-
tine graphene with very few states close to the Fermi level. Hence
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Fig. 2 (a) The bulk DOS of Ni and DOS of 1×1 EG/Ni projected onto the orbitals of graphene. (b) The total DOS of BP/EG/Ni projected onto the
molecular orbitals of bipyridine in the ground state (GS) and core excited one (FCH). (c) The bulk DOS of Ni and DOS of 1×1 BLG/Ni projected onto
the orbitals of bilayer graphene. (d) Same as (b) for BP/BLG/Ni. (e) The DOS of free standing graphene and (f) molecular projections of bipyridine/free
standing graphene. The Ni and graphene DOS are plotted with a Gaussian broadening of 0.04 eV; molecular projections include instead a Lorentzian
broadening of 0.04 eV. Positive/negative values are used for spin majority/minority DOSs.

the coupling of the LUMO∗ to substrate states is significantly sup-
pressed.

Information about the charge transfer can be gained by the lo-
cal density of states corresponding to states with energies around
the LUMO∗ of bipyridine. That is plotted in Fig. 5. In both cases,
this quantity in the molecular region exhibits the shape and sym-
metry of the LUMO of gas phase BP (the LUMO of BP in the gas
phase, and other frontier molecular orbitals, are depicted in the
SI47) with amplification of the amplitude towards the core ex-
cited atom. A similar amount of states is present in the layer
of graphene in contact with Ni. However, a clear distinction be-
tween EG and BLG cases is the charge density on the layer of
graphene in contact with the molecule, as visible by comparing
Fig. 5 (a) and (b). We see that for BP/BLG/Ni case, the LUMO∗,
which upon excitation shifts close to the Fermi level, finds very
few states of the top layer of graphene to couple with, unlike the
case of BP/EG/Ni.

So far we have theoretically considered resonant transfer from
a LUMO state populated by an electron belonging to the majority
spin population, corresponding to resonant absorption of a core
electron with the same spin, or to photoemission and subsequent
electron transfer. However, a resonant excitation could also in-
volve a minority spin electron, which would couple resonantly to
substrate states with the same spin. This case also deserves our
attention. Since filling of the spin-minority LUMO∗ does not cor-
respond to the electronic ground state (optimized with the N1s∗

atom) accessible to simulations, this is modeled by a post-self-
consistent method described in the SI47. Similarly to the results
reported above for the spin-majority population, for the spin-

minority LUMO∗ we calculate a remarkable slowing down for the
electron transfer processes in BP/BLG/Ni (Γ = 5 meV, τ = 120 fs)
with respect to BP/EG/Ni (Γ = 36 meV, τ = 19 fs). Interestingly,
BP/EG/Ni presents a moderate spin-dependence of the fwhm that
can be ascribed to the higher DOS of Ni in the minority spin chan-
nel around the Fermi energy; conversely, practically no depen-
dence is found for BP/BLG/Ni where the metal substrate is more
effectively screened by the two graphene layers.

The limiting case of a fully uncoupled C layer is represented
by bipyridine adsorbed on pristine graphene, that we present to
further clarify the above results. Here, due to the unique DOS of
graphene with the presence of the Dirac cone at the Fermi level
(and therefore the absence of substrate states at the Fermi level)
as seen in Fig. 2(e), the theoretical modeling predicts a com-
pletely uncoupled LUMO∗ upon core excitation with an infinite
resonant lifetime. As seen in Fig. 2(f), molecular states of bipyri-
dine on pristine graphene in the ground state have very similar
energies to BP/BLG/Ni case shown in Fig. 2(b). Due to the weak
interaction of the molecule with graphene, the Dirac point is not
significantly perturbed by adsorption. But upon photoemission of
a core level electron and complete relaxation of the valence shell,
the molecular orbitals move to lower energies as seen in the pre-
vious cases, with a spin-majority LUMO∗ mostly below the Fermi
level to accommodate an additional electron. The LUMO∗ now
encounters the Dirac point of graphene where no states are found,
so it completely decouples from the substrate producing, in prin-
ciple an infinitely sharp state with τ =∞ (this hypothetical picture
is only approximately reproduced in actual simulations because
of finite size of the surface unit cell). Clearly, this neglects all dy-
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Fig. 3 (a) Normal emission valence band photoemission spectra with
photon energy of 40.8 eV for EG/Ni and BLG/Ni phases. The π band
peak at Γ point is evidenced at 10.5 and 8.5 eV binding energy,
respectively. Ni band features may be seen in a 2 eV energy window
below the Fermi level (set at 0 eV), with significantly stronger attenuation
due to inelastic scattering in the BLG phase. (b) Lower curves: Carbon
1s XPS with photon energy of 500 eV from bare EG/Ni (red curve) and
BLG/Ni (blue curve), as well as N1s and C1s XPS from bipyridine
multilayer (black markers). Upper curves: N1s and C1s XPS of bipyridine
monolayer on EG (BP/EG/Ni, red markers) and BLG (BP/BLG/Ni, blue
markers).

namical effects in evaluating Kohn Sham eigenvalues for the final
state time-independent Hamiltonian, as well as phononic pertur-
bation and lattice defects that would influence a measured life-
time, yielding to the overestimated theoretical value.

Conclusions

Through DFT calculations and x-ray resonant photoemission
spectroscopy measurements, we have shown that charge injec-
tion from graphene/Ni(111) in an adsorbed organic molecule is
an order of magnitude more efficient than from bilayer graphene.
We can attribute the difference in the injection rate to the strong
electronic coupling of graphene to the underlying Ni substrate.
In contrast, the second layer in a bilayer film is weakly coupled
to the Ni(111) making its charge injection ability closer to those
of free standing graphene. Our work, taken together demon-
strates that intercalated graphene effectively decouples organic
molecule/graphene interfaces also in terms of electron transfer
times.
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1 Additional information concerning the simulations

Structural optimization of bipyridine on free-standing graphene

To address the various adsorption configurations of bipyridine on pristine, free-standing graphene

(FSG) we extended to this molecule our previous investigation of pyridine and related radicals on

graphene[1]. Accordingly, we make use of the ab initio density functional theory (DFT) simulation

platform Quantum Espresso [2] that uses pseudopotentials and plane-wave basis set. The system

1
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is setup within Generalized Gradient Approximation using Perdew-Burke-Ernzerholf (PBE) ex-

change correlational functional [3, 4] and the Grimme correction is used to take into account non-

local van der Waals interaction [5]. Bipyridine is adsorbed on a 5×7 graphene supercell periodic

in the xy plane and a vacuum separation of 15 Å of periodically repeated systems in the z direc-

tion. The plane wave kinetic energy cut-off is 42 Ry and the convergence on the energy and force

are 10−4 a.u. and 10−3 a.u., respectively. The surface Brillouin zone is sampled using a 15×14

Γ-centered k grid for calculating the system energy and a 18× 12 Γ centered grid for the density

of states (DOS) calculations (the latter corresponding to a 90× 84 grid in the 1×1 unit cell). We

considered the configurations shown in Fig. S1, whose energies and structural parameters are sum-

marized in Table 1. The CT-armchair configuration was found to be the most stable, although a

mild dependence of the adsorption energy points to high molecular diffusivity and possible coexis-

tence of different adsorption sites. The optimized coordinates of CT-armchair have been chosen as

the starting point for the later SIESTA/TranSIESTA structural optimizations and the calculations of

the DOS, that instead adopt a localized basis sets (see the main text). We checked the equivalence

of the computed DOS of BP/FSG in the ground and excited states by the two approaches.

Figure S1: The configurations of bipyridine on graphene which were studied are (a) TT-ArmChair
: where the nitrogen atoms of the molecule are on top of the carbon atoms of the graphene ring
and the in-plane axis connecting these nitrogen atoms pass above armchair graphene. (b) CC-
ZigZag: the nitrogen atoms of the molecule are on the center of a graphene ring with the in-plane
axis passing above zigzag graphene. (c) CT-ArmChair: where the nitrogen atoms are on top of a
graphene atom and in the center of the graphene ring.

2
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Configuration Eads (meV) aBP-G Å Torsional angle (θ◦)
TT-ArmChair -679 3.34 9.7
CC-ZigZag -752 3.23 9.5
CT-ArmChair -782 3.09 9.2

Table 1: The adsorption energies (Eads ), Bipyridine-graphene equilibrium bond distance (aBP-G)
and Bipyridine torsional angle (θ) after adsorption is tabulated for these configurations with
Grimme correction. Gas phase bipyridine torsional angle is reported to be 37◦[6].

Molecular break junction setup

The now describe the break junction setup employed for our calculations of molecules adsorbed on

a semi-infinite substrate. We model a semi-infinite substrate to better describe a bulk continuum as

shown in Fig. S2. We utilize the Green’s function formalism within DFT to deal with such systems.

The system is setup as a 6×6 surface supercell with two semi infinite electrode regions and a central

scattering one. The electrodes are composed of three Ni layers on either side. The central scattering

region consists of bipyridine adsorbed on epitaxial graphene/nickel and bilayer graphene/nickel

substrates as shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c) of the main article. With respect to our previous work and

in order to reduce the number of atoms involved in the calculation, an asymmetric break-junction

setup is used at variance than in our previous calculations [7, 8]. The system is periodic in the xy

direction and a vacuum separation of 35 Å is used along the transport direction z to ensure minimal

interaction between the periodic images and an almost constant electrostatic potential between the

asymmetric leads.

The density of states ρφ(E) projected on the molecular orbital φ of interest (PDOS) is then

fitted by a Lorentzian function to extract the linewidth. Since we are interested in the resonant

lifetime for an initially localized state, rather than for one with definite momentum, the evaluation

of ρφ includes an integral over the surface Brillouin zone [7]. However, we could check that in this

specific case (LUMO of BP in BP/EG/Ni and BP/BLG/Ni) the contributions to the PDOS at zone

center and zone boundary superimpose, so the BZ sampling could be restricted to a coarser mesh

3
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Figure S2: The break junction setup shows three layers of Ni as electrodes on either sides which are
coupled to bulk continuum by self energy operators. The central scattering region is asymmetric
with the molecule adsorbed on one side and the two regions are decoupled by a large vacuum
separation of 35 Å.

(equivalent to a 12×12 one for clean Ni(111)) than for the self-consistent calculations.

Gas phase molecular orbitals of bipyridine

Frontier gas phase molecular orbitals of bipyridine are plotted for reference in Fig. S3. We recall

that our analysis focuses on the LUMO so that the relative alignment of the other orbitals (espe-

cially of σ with respect to π states, given they suffer differently from self-interaction errors[9]) is

not relevant for our results. We mention on this respect that by an additional calculation with an

hybrid functional (PBE0)[10] we reproduced the same ordering as reported here.

Density of states for ground state and core-excited adsorbed bipyridine

We report here a detailed decomposition of the DOS for the three systems we have studied.

Figure S4 summarizes the DOS of BP/EG/Ni. The total DOS, and its projections on the top

and bottom layers of graphene are shown. Details regarding the DOS are discussed in detail in the

4
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Figure S3: Gas phase molecular orbitals of bipyridine.

main text. We also repeat for convenience the projections onto the molecular orbitals of bipyridine

in the ground and core excited state.

Figure S5 summarizes the same quantities for BP/BLG/Ni. Here in addition to the total DOS,

its projections on the top and bottom layers of graphene are shown separately.

We also plot the ground and core excited state DOS of BP/FSG as shown in Fig. S6.

Resonant coupling for spin-minority LUMO∗ states

We now detail the procedure employed to evaluate the charge transfer time for the spin-minority

LUMO∗. In our spin-collinear electronic structure relaxation, the valence electronic density in the

two spin populations is determined self-consistently without any constraint. This resulted in the

spin-majority bipyridine state being populated upon the excitation, which represents the electronic

ground state (with a N1s atom). In the experiments, resonant core-excitation to the LUMO∗ state

could however equally involve a spin-minority electron. To model this case, that could be though as

an inversion of the molecular spin density also given that the electrostatic interaction with the core

5
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Figure S4: The total DOS of BP/EG/Ni, and its projections on the graphene layer are shown. The
projections onto the molecular orbitals in the ground state (GS) and in the core excited one (FCH)
are also plotted.

is the main perturbation to the energy levels of the free molecule, we therefore need to consider a

spin-minority LUMO∗ at about the same energy below the Fermi level, as the spin-majority one

computed self-consistently. This is achieved here by applying as a post-self-consistent correction

a shift of the Hamiltonian matrix elements belonging to the molecule, a procedure implemented

and tested in our previous work:[7]

Hµνk‖ = Hµνk‖+Sµνk‖∆ε, µ,ν ∈molecule. (1)

In the above, S is the overlap operator and µ,ν,k‖ stand for the localized basis set indexes and the

surface wavevector. By a shift of ∆ε = −0.5 eV we effectively align the spin-minority LUMO∗

peak position in the DOS (for example in BP/EG/Ni) to the desired value below the Fermi energy,

6
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as shown in Fig. S4 and Fig. S5 for BP/EG/Ni(111) and BP/BLG/Ni(111), respectively. Then we

evaluate its resonant fwhm as a result of coupling with spin-minority Ni states.

Work function for EG/Ni(111) and BLG/Ni(111)

The adsorption of graphene on Ni(111) modifies the electrostatic dipole and hence the work func-

tion of the substrate, Φ. Our calculations performed for the (1×1) unit cell of EG/Ni(111) (without

adsorbed molecules) produced a decrease of Φ by 1.0 eV with respect to the one of clean Ni(111),

in agreement to the literature[11] (see Fig. S7). In the case of BLG/Ni(111), Φ is instead reduced

by only 0.3 eV, so that the addition of a second layer of graphene over EG/Ni(111) produces an

increase of Φ by 0.7 eV. (We notice that an even larger increase of the work function when passing

from single to bilayer graphene, 1.0 eV, has been found for a Ru(0001) substrate[12].) This vari-

ation is consistent with a similar shift away from the Fermi energy, when passing from BP/EG/Ni

to BP/BLG/Ni, that can be appreciated for the BP molecular orbitals in Fig. 2 of the main text.

7
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Figure S6: The total DOS of BP/FSG/Ni, its projections onto the molecular orbitals in (a) the
ground state and (b) the core excited state are shown.
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averaged over planes parallel to the surface and shown with reference to the Fermi energy.
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2 Additional information concerning the experiments

Synthesis of EG and BLG phases of graphene

The synthesis of EG and BLG phases on Ni(111) has been performed in-situ, by ethylene adsorp-

tion in 10−6 mbar atmosphere on Ni(111) held at 400◦C (650◦C). The quality of the EG (BLG)

phase was monitored by UV photoemission with 40.8 eV photon energy where characteristic π

band at Γ at 10.5 eV (8.5 eV) binding energy was evidenced accompanied by adequate attenuation

of the Ni3d band features, in agreement with preparation procedures reported by Patera et al.[13].

For both phases EG and BLG, carbon 1s XPS was regularly checked with characteristic peaks

detected at 285 eV (284.5 eV) binding energy.

NEXAFS measurements

Experimental observations of the molecular geometry are studied using Nitrogen 1s Near Edge

X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (NEXAFS) which is shown in Fig. S8. The NEXAFS for both

the systems show a very similar electronic structure the empty bipyridine orbitals. The main peak

corresponds to the N1s→LUMO transition. The LUMO of BP has a π character with the nodal

plane coinciding with the molecular aromatic ring. The NEXAFS spectra were recorded with

photon electric field~ε aligned along the substrate normal (p-pol) and with~ε lying in the surface

plane (s-pol). For BP multilayer the intensity of the LUMO excitation is independent of the electric

field polarization, as can be expected for a randomly oriented molecular film. BP/EG/Ni and

BP/BLG/Ni monolayer films, on the contrary, display a very strong and almost identical linear

dichroism which suggests an almost flat lying adsorption geometry of the molecule. From the π

peak intensity analysis we find BP molecular long axis almost parallel to the substrate with average

inclination of the BP phenyl rings of 16◦ and 20◦±3◦, for BP/EG/Ni and BP/BLG/Ni, respectively

which are in close agreement with theoretically calculated angles.
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Figure S8: NEXAFS spectra in p-polarization (line with markers) and s-polarization (dashed lines)
for BP/EG/Ni (red color, lower panel) and BP/BLG/Ni (blue color, upper panel). The direction of
the photon field in the two polarizations is depicted in the inset.

Valence band photoemission

UV valence band photoemission experiments were performed at HASPES /ALOISA beamline

with He discharge source using of 40.8 eV from He II line. Angle resolved spectra were collected

with a 150 mm hemispherical electron analyzer with 2◦ acceptance angle, by rotating the sample

polar angle in steps of 2◦ . The overall energy resolution was 0.1 eV. The Ni(111) and EG phase the

surface orientation was aligned by rotating sample azimuthal orientation (around surface normal)

which allowed us to collect angle resolved spectra along ΓK and ΓM surface directions. For BLG

phase there was no azimuthal dependence in the spectra due to polydispersion of azimuthally

equivalent domains.
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Figure S9: (a) EG phase ARUPS with photon energy of 40.8 eV (He II line) along ΓM and ΓK
surface direction, showing the GR π band dispersion with band bottom at Γ reaching−10.5 eV. (b)
BLG phase ARUPS with GR band bottom at Γ reaching −8.5 eV, consistent with the electronic
structure of poorly interacting topmost GR layer. Some residual of the EG layer beneath may also
be observed in the spectrum.
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